Battle of the Prospectors
The Ultimate Hare Scramble - hard endure style
(This document was made in March 2020 – subject to change)
Friday 19:00-20:00
Registration and check in
A number plate sticker will be given to each rider.
___________________________________________________________________
Saturday 7:30-9:00
Registration and check in (last chance)
Saturday 9:30
Riders meeting at starting area – everyone
Saturday 10:00
Warm-up for hot laps (everyone) beginning with the Pro’s, Vet Expert 35+ and so
on. 10 sec between in each rider. Riders are marked at the start of the warm-up lap
so they can’t do more than 1 lap before doing their hot lap. The warm-up course is
the same as the Hot lap course.
Saturday 10:30
Individual Hot laps (20sec intervals between each rider) for everyone starting with
the Pros, Vet expert 35+, Vet expert 45+, Inter, Junior, Women and amateurs 30+.
Same course for everyone. The hot lap/warm up course is a portion of the Heat 1
course.
Order for each category depending on registration time.
The results will determine the starting order of Heat 1 and 2.
Saturday 12:00
Results of hot laps.
Riders meeting – everyone
Saturday 13:00
Race heat #1 – 120 min
Start in waves – Lemans style start
2 min intervals between each wave.
Same race clock for every class, but because there is 2 min between each wave,
racers will race less than 120 min depending on their class. Example: Intermediate
riders will race 114 min + 1 lap and Women will race 110 min + 1 lap.
Starting order depending on hot laps results.
Points: 25-1st, 22-2nd, 20-3rd, 18-4th, 17-5th, 16-6th, etc.
_____________________________________________________________________

Sunday 8:30
Riders meeting at starting area– everyone
Sunday 9:00
Race heat #2 – 180 min
Start in waves – Lemans style start
2 min intervals between each wave.
Same race clock for every class, but because there is 2 min between each wave,
racers will race less than 180 min depending on their class. Example: Vet Expert
45+ riders will race 176 min + 1 lap and Amateur 30+ will race 168min + 1 lap.
Course in reverse of Heat #1 + additional sections.
Reverse starting order (for each category) from Heat #1
Points: 25-1st, 22-2nd, 20-3rd, 18-4th, 17-5th, 16-6th, etc.
Sunday 13:00
Awards ceremony for all categories
END

Additionnal infos
Categories and starting time (race clock)
Expert course (around 25min/lap)
Pro
00:00:00
Vet Expert 35+
00:02:00
Vet Expert 45+
00:04:00
Intermediate
00:06:00
Amateur course (around 25min/lap)
Junior
00:08:00
Women
00:10:00
Amateur 30+
00:12:00
Every racer has a minimum of protective gear he has to wear when he arrives to the
starting area. Those protective items are: Helmet, gloves, long sleeve jersey, long
pants, goggles and motocross boots. Without these protective items a rider will be
denied access to the starting area.
Although not mandatory, we highly recommend that you also wear a chest
protector, knee pads and elbow pads.
Riders won’t be able to change class after the registration is closed.

Hot laps course is a portion (around 25%) of the Saturday’s race. It’s the start and
finish (bypassing middle portion) of Saturday’s course. The Hot lap course is the
same for everyone.
Riders that are not able to race the hot laps will be place at the end of their
respective starting row (and also depending on registration time).
Lemans style start (2min between each start) for Heat 1 and 2.
Points assign for each heat: 25-1st, 22-2nd, 20-3rd, 18-4th, 17-5th, 16-6th, etc.
Amateur’s course is the same as the Pro course minus a few hard sections.
Sunday’s course is the same as Saturday’s course but in reverse + added
features/sections.
Splits will be added to the course at the start of every Expert (Pro, Vet Expert 35+,
Vet Expert 45+ and Intermediate) section. There will be a mandatory check at the
end of each ‘’Expert’’ section.
At the end of each lap, every rider of all classes will have to stop get checked.
Arrows of heat 1 and 2 will be a different colour.
Riders has to bring their own gas before arriving to Murdochville because we can’t
guaranty that there will be any in town.
It’s prohibited to ride dirt bikes in town. If a rider doesn’t conform to this, he will
be disqualified and won’t be reimbursed.
22:00 curfew.
Please, in order to respect the town’s residents, unnecessary bike revving won’t be
allowed. Engine off from 21:00 to 8:00.
A waiver will have to be sign by each rider when he signs in. If minor, a parent has
to sign too.

